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The Measure of Things
Voids agape in stonework, where once fine metal grids 
held shimmering pockets of sky; dark wooden floors 
misted grey with a moon dust of fallen plaster; once 
elegant columns scorched into an elephant skin of 
charcoal and standing like sentinels outwith gravity, 
shadows of Callinish. At the centre of this landscape 
of wreckage, the burnt remains of the library are 
piled high, like a bonfire that has fallen from the sky. 
Archaeologists pick through the remnants of the 
library with forensic diligence: collecting, mapping 
and measuring each piece of burnt fallout into 
precise, catalogued and boxed collections.  Broken 
books lie scattered and entangled in the briars of 
twisted steel straps and burnt shards; they are the 
only recognisable fragments to signal that this 
scorched shell was once a library. A library and space 
deeply embedded in the consciousness of a school, 
of a city, and of architecture itself. A space you stood 
in, motionless, and mesmerised, by the delicate light 
and shadows; a world within a world. The library, 
an unexpected architectural discovery each time you 
entered. The building itself a rock set in a high place; 
there to allow us to navigate how we saw the world; 
a measure against which all other buildings would 
be measured. 
We had taken it for granted. The library, the centring 
heart of Mackintosh’s masterpiece, mysteriously 
beautiful and timeless, or so it seemed. But it was 
lost to us even earlier, before the fire. Its slow 
abandonment creeping up unnoticed over many 
years. The role of the library displaced to a more 
expansive, more efficient space: the banal underbelly 
of the Bourdon slab. From the height of the west 
tower in Mackintosh’s building, to an indifferent 
undercroft on the street, the library had fallen. 
New forms of encounter with knowledge, with the 
digital, had brought change. The constantly shifting 
interface of our information age, stripping spaces 
of their occupation: from social space to social 
media, we are free to wander in our digital daze. The 
dialogue with the book; of sitting at a window in a 
quiet library; an abandoned pursuit. The doors were 
generally locked, opening only to the steady rhythm 
of another building tour come to pay homage to an 
architectural relic; or for the quiet footsteps of a lone 
researcher or librarian. The space that had once been 
at the heart of a great 19th century vision of what 
art education would bring to society, to industry, to 
creativity, to knowledge, had lost its place: adrift in 
the digital age. 
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In the original 1896 brief,1 the library had hardly 
warranted a description. There amidst the long list 
of rooms conceived to follow a system of drawing 
and observation required by a Government School 
of Design, and which was based on the South 
Kensington System,2 the library was simply described 
as:
“One school library and reading room with a floor 
space of from 1000 to 1200 sq.ft.” 3
Beyond the physical size of the space to be 
provided, no other request was made in relation 
to the library. Studio spaces, however, followed 
a very detailed programme of sequence, storage 
and light requirements. The paradox: the shortest 
description in the brief produced the most inventive 
architectural space in Mackintosh’s imagination. 
Looking out from within the west tower, across an 
ever-expanding industrial city, it floated like a vessel 
within the protective shell of a stone lookout. High 
above the city horizon, a hidden delicate wooden 
ship, holding onto its books like the treasured 
volumes of the exiled Prospero.4
Visiting the Art School for first the time after the fire, 
I walked around in the semi darkness of a part ruin, 
disorientated by the destruction. The west tower 
was embalmed in a temporary protective shroud 
of scaffolding and canvas. The Glasgow weather 
was trying hard to billow this veil into life. On the 
top floor of the west side where the fire had taken 
hold, the whole attic extension, the hen-run and 
roofs were gone. The winter light filtered through 
the protective canvas in a soft glow: a healing halo, 
holding back the rain. Witnessing room after room 
of scorched black surfaces, it felt like an earlier 
Glasgow; of a black soot covered city, populated by 
buildings that you could run your fingers across like a 
blackboard.  This blackness, now only a memory, but 
it seemed to me as if the city had been turned inside 
out, and the industrial dark city that the Art School 
had witnessed, and been part of, had somehow now 
seeped back in through the shadows of the fire.
I had been reading a book by Paolo Belardi, Why 
Architects still draw.5 It was written as a series of 
imagined lectures to his architecture students: a plea 
for the continuing importance and value of hand 
drawing. His central theme was that the hand drawn 
sketch was the acorn and essence of the architectural 
idea. In the midst of our digitally driven world, 
where the computer drawing and image dominates, 
he was writing about the space of drawing, and why 
in particular the hand drawn survey provided a 
knowledge that went beyond any scientific measure, 
beyond just physical dimensions. His thoughts 
shaped a question that had been running through 
my mind in relation to my own experience of the Art 
School library: of measuring it many years before; 
and now witnessing its destruction in the fire. It 
could be summarised in one of Belardi’s lecture 
titles. It will be the subtext of this essay: 
DOES A FOREST GIVE UP ITS SECRETS IF YOU 
MEASURE THE HEIGHT OF THE TREES? 6
In 1993, while I was teaching at the Mackintosh 
School of Architecture, I was commissioned with the 
Historian Dr James Macaulay, and the photographer 
Mark Fiennes, to produce a book on Mackintosh’s 
School of Art. It was part of Phaidon’s Architecture 
in Detail 7 series. The idea was simple: to combine 










masterpiece. It had been a successful formula. There 
was little direction in terms of the drawings. The 
editor had sent me some photocopies of drawings 
from an earlier publication in the series, on Aalto’s 
Villa Mairea with an attached note saying ‘just 
do them like that’. But how could you approach 
Mackintosh’s masterpiece in that way? What 
drawings could do this remarkable building justice 
and provide new insights? It seemed an intimidating 
task: to measure and describe a building that you had 
known and admired from your very first interests in 
architecture. But what form of drawings would be 
useful: axonometrics, exploded isometric details, 
worm’s-eye views, perspective projections? 
Mackintosh’s creative genius lay in his extraordinary 
compositional abilities. His approach to whatever 
he was designing was framed and developed 
through the use of traditional architectural tools: 
the plan, the section and the elevation. In looking 
at the drawings of his buildings, interiors and 
furniture, the clarity lay in the use of this simple 
two-dimensional orthographic framework. While 
his presentational perspectives of buildings are 
intense in their density and delicacy of line, it is 
in the traditional orthographic two dimensional 
drawing that Mackintosh’s architectural genius is 
evident: constructive, compositional and symbolic 
thought. Mackintosh makes his drawing process, 
which is embedded and absorbed in the traditions 
of his architectural education and apprenticeship, 
distinctively his own. In turn he sets the context 
for his unique approach to detail, and how it is 
integrated into an overall sense of compositional 
space. This ‘laying out’ of an idea, through the 
constructive logic of orthographic projection, sets 
out the form, measure, material and colour of what 
is being designed, in a language of drawing that is 
specifically directed to the making of things, and 
for exploring the context for the interrelationship 
between artefacts, furniture, interiors and buildings. 
There are very few detail drawings of the School 
of Art by Mackintosh, other than those of light 
fittings and furniture. One larger detail section 8 is 
signed by him, if not drawn by him, but even that 
is incorrect in relation to the completed details. 
While overall the constructive fabric in the drawing 
is materially correct, all the key details that we 
associate with Mackintosh are shown as standard 
and undistinguished construction details of the 
time. This may be due to it being a Dean of Guild 
submission, for building approval. However, it may, 
more importantly, reveal Mackintosh’s process for 
transforming the ‘standard’ details of the day. But 
how were such unique detail ideas instructed? Were 
the drawings handed directly to the craftsmen and 
then destroyed or discarded once the works were 
complete? Was this a standard approach in building 
at the time, or a strategy to allow the compositional 
detail to be developed and emerge relatively 
‘unseen’ amidst the intensity of the daily site 
construction work? In contrast to our contemporary 
obsession with vast arrays of drawings, contracts, 
schedules, multilayered BIM three-dimensional 
models, and specifications -where everything is 
fixed and prescribed in advance- the clarity of the 
general layout drawings and sections produced by 
Mackintosh set out a framework for the inventiveness 
of his detail to flourish. This allowed, within the 
direct organisational logic of the Victorian plan, a 
series of territories within the building to emerge 
for the detail explorations and ideas to take shape. 
But this approach required time, experience and the 
knowledge of what was possible with the materials, 
and the abilities of the craftsmen available. For 
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Mackintosh this took shape in ordinary things: 
staircases, doors, clocks, railings, cloakrooms, and 
roof trusses. Or in a simple library space, defined 
only by a set floor area. Seemingly mundane or 
ordinary parts of the building were thereby given 
shape by the combination of the restlessly inventive 
mind of the architect, in tune with that of the hand 
and craft of the makers and fabricators. If the pencil 
line gave form to Mackintosh’s thought, so the hand 
of the craftsman left its trace on the material. Few 
would see or know what detail would emerge until 
it was complete. The craftsman, ready to work on a 
seemingly straightforward detail, would be handed a 
drawing, to work directly from. This was a strategy 
for which the building committee took some time 
to recognise, and to which they eventually reacted 
(unfortunately).9
Mackintosh knew of Ruskin’s belief -as described 
in The Stones of Venice 10 - that a building could be 
considered a ‘document’, composed of the individual 
‘signatures’ of the craftsmen, set in the materials. If 
these ‘signatures’ were to take shape in the ordinary 
elements of the building, then Mackintosh would 
be the one firmly holding the pencil to ‘write them’. 
Mackintosh did not subscribe to the the approach 
of many of his contemporaries, who would often 
leave much of the detail resolution to the craftsmen, 
to conceive or to deploy from a standard repertoire 
of Victorian ornament and classical profiles. Instead 
Mackintosh continually invented new forms and 
compositions in each of the materials and elements 
he worked with, no matter how seemingly mundane 
their function. Mackintosh repeatedly turned to 
the world of the things ‘seen’ and ‘collected’ in his 
sketchbooks to inform his composition. From the 
careful observational drawings of seasonal flowers, 
to the shape and mechanism of a door latch on a 
vernacular barn, this inventory of memory would 
forge the context in which the material ‘signatures’ 
of his buildings and furniture would evolve. 
Contrasts, shifts and discontinuities were embraced 
and apparent as part of this process of looking and 
making, and in shaping the Glasgow School of Art 
as a Ruskinian ‘document’. In itself this ‘document’ 
can be read to measure the changing ideas and 
compositional skills of the architect, gained over 
an extended period of time during the two phases 
of the building, and as a witness to his changing 
approach to such materials as: stone, brick, timber, 
glass, cast iron and steel - the well understood palate 
of materials used in the labour intensive Victorian 
building industry. 
To explore the significance of the detail in the 
building then, the ‘signatures’ needed to be viewed 
in the wider context of the architectural sequences, 
elements and spaces. In order to do that, I decided 
to focus on specific ‘landscapes’, within the building. 
These ‘Landscapes’ are the overall architectural 
events, forms, proportions, and spaces that when 
considered together, produced something unique, 
and which were in scale terms, between that of the 
overall building section, and the smaller individual 
details. A simple cartography of these ‘landscapes’ 
would be how I would approach the drawings. Two 
staircases added in the final phase, like outcrops to 
be scaled; several remarkable doors and doorways, 
such as the west doorway with its sequences of 
convex and concave movements in the stonework; 
the hanging system of the upper studio walls; were 
all key to this cartography. But it was the library 
that revealed the most challenging ‘landscape’ in the 
beauty and rhythm of its detail, construction and 
space. 
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I decided to adopt the simplicity of the two 
dimensional orthographic drawing process, through 
which these ‘landscapes’ had been conceived. If music 
comes alive in the experience of how it is performed 
in time, in the interpretation of the written score, 
then so too does architecture in the experience of its 
constructed material space, in time. You must return 
to the notational framework, or score, to find the 
origins of the compositional idea. Like that of the 
building overall, the library is conceived from within 
the logic of its own structure, not just in the physical 
fabric of the structure, but more importantly within 
the notational structure of how it was drawn: a 
composition within a composition; of layers within 
layers. It would have to be set out, as it was thought 
out; measured as it was measured; but now in reverse; 
to start with the music in order to find the score. 
I decided against taking photographs. Everything 
I would discover would be through drawing and 
measuring, placed in one notebook (bought from 
the art school shop). I began a daily dialogue with 
the building: drawing, measuring, re-measuring, 
and re-drawing, made possible by working in close 
proximity. Every spare moment between teaching, 
early mornings, lunchtimes, days off, was spent in the 
building. Without a camera there was an opportunity 
to really look; and through drawing to see; and then 
maybe to understand. This was a tradition as old as 
architecture itself; of the importance of ‘slowness’: of 
looking, of drawing, of measuring, of looking again, 
of thinking, of drawing and again. The experience 
was an intimate one: from the eye to the hand, from 
the hand to the drawing, from the material to a 
measure; tracing out overlooked lines, finding the 
different contours of materials, imagining hidden 
joints, all the time using the hand to guide, to 
measure, to draw and to touch. 
The survey notebook, like that of the anthropologist’s 
fieldbook, becomes the holder and collector: 
awaiting translation. As I measured the library, it 
slowly revealed its dimensions, its details; things 
I had not seen before. At times I was surprised by 
the bluntness of the detail; watching the idea and 
the material playing out; discovering combinations 
of forms; tensions and material shifts; moments 
of potential conflict in the artifice; geometry and 
craft resolved in the register of its own logic, and 
invention. 
As Belardi’s book suggests, nothing could, or would, 
decode the library through measure. A drawing 
could only ever act as an evocation towards the 
original creative idea, which fully comes alive in the 
phenomenological experience of the constructed 
space. If some composers feel that the power of music 
is set by the unique nature of the interpretation of it 
from the score, then accordingly architectural space 
is experienced as a series of individual ‘readings’ of 
an original architectural idea. 
The idea of the library had been germinating in 
Mackintosh’s mind for a long time. Between the 
two construction phases of the building, it had 
gone from an indifferent and predictable layout - 
as described in the early competition drawings - to 
one of the most distinctive spaces in 20th Century 
architecture. In the first phase of the building the 
library was temporarily set up to one side of the 
museum space, as a set of cabinets against the wall. 
This remained the location until the completion of 
the second phase, when the library moved to the 
west tower.  Between these two phases of the building 
Mackintosh’s world had changed. What he had seen 
and experienced through travel; the changes in his 
private and professional relationships; what he had 
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learned and developed through building; what he 
had drawn and imagined in his sketchbooks and 
foretold in the vibrant watercolour washes of his 
symbolic drawings; would all come to influence his 
work and his approach to the second phase of the 
building. 
If the anatomist’s knife has historically probed 
the layers and dimensions of the human body, in 
order to gain knowledge, then there is something 
of a dilemma in this opening up, and separating 
the world into, the seen and unseen. The skin of 
forms, of material constructions, of the rhythms 
and movement of space, can all be shorn of life in 
the scientific inquiry for knowledge, and measure. 
If music grows from silence to form, the architect’s 
measured survey works by taking things apart 
through number, line and drawing: to uncover 
and dissect the phenomenological pact, of how we 
experience  space and materials.  If in his famous 
book of anatomical drawings Vesalius11 sets free his 
half dissected cadavers to wander across strange 
Beckett like landscapes, and to stand upright at the 
very tables they would normally be lying on, cut open, 
then  he  does  so  to defy our perceptions.  Knowledge 
is not absolute, nor is it to be restricted from playing 
out in our imagination. It does not follow that any 
scientific enquiry will provide the answers; as to how 
and why we are moved by what we see, and feel. Our 
constant need to know, to catalogue, to categorise, 
and to measure, is but only a worthy absurdity, in 
holding back an ever repeating Sisyphus condition: 
our endless search for knowledge and meaning. We 
look out over a complex world that is ever changing, 
incomplete, fragmentary, discontinuous, and 
wonder at it. To know it, you must continually re-
make it. Mackintosh’s art centred on this re-making 
of the world: of transforming the ordinary things 




that surround us into sublime windows to look back 
into the world, to enrich our experience of it, and to 
see the possibilities of Art in re-making it.
When I completed the survey of the library; after 
I had spent days measuring it, walking it, studying 
the details, as I had other parts of the building; 
had I come any closer to knowing it? Did I have a 
different insight beyond the first day I had walked 
into the library and felt its hypnotic beauty? Did 
my ‘laboratory’ notebook of measurements, notes 
and drawings offer any code-breaking information 
into Mackintosh’s genius?  I had discovered many 
things: about the building; about the library; about 
myself; about the people who worked and studied 
in the building; about discovering books in the 
library; about how to find keys to open long closed 
cupboards; about looking out over the city through 
the small grids of the windows; and about the 
shifting, changing light of a day, across the dark 
wood of the library.
When all the drawings were complete, and the book 
was published, the notebook was closed. It was closed 
for over twenty years. On the day I heard about 
the fire, and that the library was totally destroyed, 
I opened it again for the first time. Measure for 
measure it came back; like a score in my head; but 
knowing now, that it all, only existed in silence.
We know that Mackintosh conceived the library 
to be in oak,12 and in order to make savings, as the 
financial control and the completion of the building 
began to be taken away from him, it was changed to 
the cheaper material of pine. But did the dark stain 
of the completed library mask the dream of another 
material? Is this thought of oak echoed in its detail? 
Did the abandonment of a material, so loved in all of 
Pendant Details
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Mackintosh’s furniture and interiors, cast a shadow 
over his ideas for the library, or did it transform it? 
If oak had been approved, what then? We can never 
know. Mackintosh could transform materials and 
make them feel as if they had come alive with his 
invention, while at other times the material is 
deliberately insignificant to the power of the idea. 
Oak could easily become hidden, under layers of 
white paint. But was the mystical force of the oak 
hidden in the rising and falling of the coloured 
chamfered notches in the library balustrades; leaves 
calling from each season, with their carefully selected 
colours and rhythms? Was the oak’s transformative 
power set in the richly carved pendants, seeded with 
stacks of time; each one unique like a tree? Can it be 
found in the undulating rhythms of the concave and 
convex panelling and pendants; or in the rippling 
band that traced the push and pull of the panels, 
throwing the plan into movement, and a sense of 
oscillating time? Is there a sense that there was more; 
of something stopped in time? 
Thomas Howarth 13 captured the mood of the library 
beautifully in his description of it as: 
“…the silent, brooding  pinewoods of the Trossachs”. 
But the pine and the oak stand in the same forest. 
When an aspiration to make something in a specific 
material is lost, is this memory held in time?
With the fire there is time again; time to remember 
what has been lost; time to imagine what could be. 
When the forest that we so loved has gone, the only 
thing possible is to plant it again; to wait; to watch 
it grow; to discover the qualities of the new trees; 
and to know that their secrets will not be given up in 
measuring them. 
“When the oak is felled, the whole forest echoes with 
its fall, but a hundred acorns are sown in the silence of 







 Focusing on the collective complexity of the Library’s 
timber elements illuminates Mackintosh’s empathy 
with Japanese design and that country’s inventiveness 
in timber assembly (not a traditional Scottish 
trait). Like pieces of a finely-tuned harpsichord, 
the Library structure appears impossibly delicate 
and incapable of supporting human activity. The 
character revealed suggests a mysterious kinetic 
sculpture whose moving parts might generate gentle 
chimes if touched. Removing the physical context of 
the surrounding stonework (the ‘castle walls’) in the 
drawings, allows us to see the inner vessel in a new 
light and reveals it as fragile, vulnerable, abstract and 
open to interpretations. The Library’s inner structure 
as a result seems rather matter-of-fact, seemingly 
composed of layers upon layers of wooden sticks and 
giving no indication that in reality it assembled a 
space of transcendental quality- that dark, fleetingly 
heavy structure which we were used to experiencing 
on entering the original space. Is it a temple, a tea 
house, a pavilion set within a flat open landscape? 
Mackintosh manages to utilise complexity in the 
creation of serenity and tranquillity. 
These drawings illuminate Mackintosh’s restlessness 
in advancing artistically and his highly developed 
skill in the act and artistry of timber assembly. It also 
suggests a quest to create a space of tranquility and 
‘centredness’, set (as it was then) amidst the ferocious 
vortex that was the industrialisation of Glasgow in 
the late 19th and early 20th century. Mackintosh 
works through this tension with increasing 
abstraction in his spaces; the most accomplished 
of which transcends the physical presence of stone, 
mortar and wood (the drawing rooms of Hillhouse, 
Florentine Terrace and House for an Art Lover as 
well as of course the School of Art Library). This 
abstraction through material expression, marrying 
the real and the unreal, imbues his work with a 
freshness, shaking it out of the 19th and 20th century 
and registering it on the architectural radar of the 
post digital generation, already seeking their own 
direction. 
Mackintosh’s work generally and the Library in 
particular suggests a restless talent  seizing every 
creative opportunity and transforming everything 
he touches as if  aware of the limited opportunities 
at his disposal. The enduring attraction in his 
work for creative practitioners, is not just in the 
accomplishment of the artefacts themselves, but in 
the opportunity we are given to share his own sense 
of still looking for unforeseen things. The students’ 
drawings, John Barr’s timeless photographs and the 
important contributions from our distinguished 
international colleagues, are all evidence of the 
astonishing, enduring appeal and power that 
Mackintosh’s work commands and inspires. 
The Library in the School of Art can rightly be 
understood to be an allographic work of art, but one 
that will be performed not once, but twice. What 
will distinguish the inaugural performance of 1909 
to the performance scheduled to take place in 3-4 
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Born in Birmingham, England, in 1952, Mark Baines studied architecture at the Mackintosh School of Architecture 1969 -76. Baines worked 
with Gillespie, Kidd & Coia and then in private practice. He has taught Urban Studies and Urban Building courses at the Mackintosh School of 
Architecture since 1982, whilst working on a number of housing projects in the ensuing period, most notably at Glasgow Cross with Gholami 
Baines Ltd. Baines has curated numerous exhibitions including Architectural Drawing as well as the architecture of Alexander Thomson, 
Gillespie, Kidd & Coia and Steven Holl Architects’ new building for the Glasgow School of Art and has also written and lectured on these 
subjects. Baines was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award for architectural education by the RIAS last year.  
JOHN BARR
After graduating from the Department of Architecture at Strathclyde University in 1976, John Barr gained intensive experience working in the 
U.K, the Netherlands and Oman before moving to Japan in 1988. In 1992, Barr opened an office in Japan, becoming the first Briton to become 
registered as an architect in the country. Barr’s architectural works have been published and exhibited in London and Tokyo and he received 
the Japanese Institute of Designers Award for his work at Kansai International Airport. Since 2004 Barr has actively pursued a practice-based 
research agenda, encompassing both technical and cultural fields. He is a member of the RIBA and the AIJ (Architectural Institute of Japan) 
and a Fellow of the RIAS. He is a design studio tutor and visiting lecturer at Strathclyde University in Glasgow and Tokyo University of the Arts 
and visiting research fellow at Mukogawa Women’s University in Kobe. In recent years Barr has advanced his interest in both photography and 
printmaking. He received the ‘Architect’s Eye’ Award for architectural photography and his work has been published in Japan and the U.K. and 
is included in the RIBA Photographic Library. His prints have been exhibited in Glasgow, London and Osaka.
BRIAN CARTER
Brian Carter, a registered architect in the United Kingdom who formerly worked in practice with Arup in London, is Professor of Architecture 
in the School of Architecture and Planning at the University of Buffalo, The State University of New York. Author of the book on Wright’s 
buildings for the Johnson Wax Company by Phaidon Press, he was a contributor to “Stirling + Wilford. American Buildings” recently published 
by Artifice. 
PAUL CLARKE
Paul Clarke is an architect, writer and filmmaker. He is a Reader in Architecture at the Belfast School of Architecture and Art, where he runs 
the M Arch 6th Year Studio. Clarke is a member of the Research Institute of Art and Design and participates in several research groups such as 
AIARG, CACity and AHRA. He is a supervisor for several PhDs related to film and drawing, and directs the School’s Research and Academic 
Enterprise section SE+ARCH. Born and trained in Glasgow, he has collaborated on a number of books on Mackintosh’s work. He taught at 
the Mackintosh School of Architecture from 1990-95. He is the curator of a touring exhibition on architects’ sketchbooks called The Secret 
Laboratory which has toured the UK and Ireland. He recently directed and produced the film Drawing on Life which explores the value of hand 
drawing in contemporary practice. The film features O’Donnell + Tuomey, Grafton Architects, Tom dePaor, amongst others, and has been 
shown internationally at various Film Festivals in America, Canada, Australia, UK, Poland, Portugal, India and Ireland. A recent screening 





Professor Tom Inns was appointed Director of The Glasgow School of Art in September 2013. He was previously Dean of Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art & Design (DJCAD) and Director of Research for the College of Art Science & Engineering at the University of Dundee. Professor 
Inns studied Engineering at Bristol University and Industrial Design Engineering at the Royal College of Art. In 1990 he was a co-founder of 
the Design Research Centre at Brunel University, becoming Director in 1996. He completed his PhD exploring design and innovation in small 
businesses in 1998 and moved to DJCAD as Professor of Design in 2000 becoming Head of the School of Design in 2001, where he established 
new undergraduate and postgraduate programmes linking curriculum in design and fine art with computing, engineering, medicine and the 
humanities. In 2004 he was appointed as Director of the UK Research Council funded, Designing for the 21st Century Research Initiative. 
Over a five-year period he led this £6.5 million initiative co-ordinating the work of 41 research projects, linking design to disciplines in science 
and engineering in universities across the UK. In 2010 he was appointed Dean of DJCAD. He has a strong interest in the future of design and 
how design approaches can facilitate interdisciplinary discussions. He teaches strategic design at various universities and regularly designs and 
facilitates knowledge sharing events and workshops with research organisations and innovation agencies across Europe.
CHRISTOPHER PLATT
Christopher Platt is Head and Professor of Architecture at the Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow, and one of the founding directors 
of studioKAP architects. He is a registered architect in the United Kingdom and was previously a member of the Architektenkammer in Berlin. 
He is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and was made a Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects of Scotland in 2009. He is 
involved in both practice-based research and research-driven practice and writes on a wide range of issues overlapping practice and academia. 
He was apprentice, student and design tutor at the Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow, under Professors Andy MacMillan and Isi 
Metzstein.
PETER RICH
Peter Rich’s greatest contribution to African architecture has been through his seminal research into African concepts of space-making in sub 
Saharan Africa. He has successfully applied this knowledge in his Architectural practice Peter Rich Architects, in improving the quality of life 
of African communities. By telling the stories of both living and past cultures through cultural heritage projects, Peter Rich Architects has 
embarked on communicating the genius of Africa to the World. Peter was relatively unknown in Europe before winning the World Building 
of the Year at the World Architecture Festival held in Barcelona in 2009 for the Mapungubwe Interpretation Centre. Recent projects include 
Thematic Master Planning for Aksum, Ethiopia and the Laetoli African Footprint Museum in Tanzania. He co-founded the Kigali, Rwanda 
based practice Light Earth Design in 2013, in order to lead the development of local African building industries through the application of 
appropriate building technologies. His research has also led to the design of high density urban environments in Africa. Peter Rich lectures and 
directs International Master Classes researching and working on African based projects. His contribution to African and World Architecture, 
has recently been honoured by the following Architecture Institutions: International Fellow of the RIBA (Int. FRIBA) 2015 and Honorary 
Fellow of the American Institute of Architects (Hon. FAIA) 2012.
KARL-HEINZ SCHMITZ
Karl-Heinz Schmitz was born in 1949 in Bad Godesberg (Germany). He grew up in Cape Town (South Africa) and graduated in 1978 from 
the University of Cape Town and in 1988 from the Technische Universität Karlsruhe. From 1980 until 1993 he worked in the offices of Haus-
Rucker-Co (1980), O.M.Ungers (1981 – 1986) and Karljosef Schattner (1987 – 1993). In 1993 he became Professor for the Design and Theory 
of Building Types at the Bauhaus-University Weimar. From 1993 to 2012 Karl-Heinz Schmitz ran his own architectural practice. 
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THE MACKINTOSH SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
Founded in 1845 as a Government School of Design and one of the UK’s oldest higher education institutions for creative education and 
research, The Glasgow School of Art (GSA) has become one of the Europe’s leading small specialist institutions for the creative education and 
research in architecture, design and fine art. Architecture has been taught at the GSA from 1903 and The Mackintosh School of Architecture 
(“The Mack”) remains unique in UK architecture education by being part of one of the few remaining independent art schools in the UK. 
GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART BUILDING 
In 1896 a competition brief was set by director Francis Newbury and the school board to design a new building for the expanding numbers at 
the Glasgow School of Art (GSA). The tight budget of £14,000, for the challenging sloped site on Renfrew Street, was contested by the competing 
architectural firms resulting in a compromise that allowed them to submit proposals for two distinct phases. In 1896, the design contract for 
the new building was awarded to the firm Honeyman and Keppie, where a young Charles Rennie Mackintosh was junior draughtsman. The 
first phase for Mackintosh’s design, covering the East wing of the building up to the central entrance, including the Director’s Room, the Board 
Room and the Museum, was completed December 1899. The construction of the second phase of the school began eight years later in 1907. 
This included amendments to the original design, such as the new 2nd floor studio and supplementary workshops to the sub-basement to 
support the further increase in student numbers. During the years between the completion of the first phase and the commencement of the 
second, Mackintosh’s architectural style matured considerably. This maturity is most evident in the design of the library and the elevations to 
the West and South. The success of the Glasgow School of Art lies not only in its celebrated design but also in its robustness to support over 
100 years worth of art school students with minimal alteration. During its construction, and for some time after, the Glasgow School of Art 
was criticised for being an indulgent art nouveau building. However, Sir Nikolaus Pevsner’s “The Pioneers of the Modern Movement” (1936) 
more accurately credited Mackintosh’s design for its influence on the Modern Movement in architecture. The Glasgow School of Art is now 
recognised as being one of Scotland’s greatest and most loved buildings of the last century.
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This publication provides a timely opportunity to reflect on what we do and 
don’t know about the library at the Glasgow School of Art. Despite being widely 
documented and photographed, and now beautifully illustrated in this book, the 
2014 fire has challenged our understanding of this unique space. 
Over the next three years, through the restoration of the library, we will have 
an opportunity to develop new insights into Mackintosh’s thinking and working 
practices.
The damage caused by the flames has exposed new knowledge about how the 
library was actually constructed. The forensic recovery of debris from the library 
is already allowing the restoration team to analyse and understand the materials 
and construction methods used by Mackintosh in new ways. Piecing the library 
back together also fills other gaps in knowledge, re-enacting the construction will 
tell us a great deal about the teams and people that might have originally worked 
on Mackintosh’s masterpiece. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, carefully 
retracing Mackintosh’s steps will allow us to experience his holistic approach to 
architecture first hand, something that could only be imagined when we looked 
at the original library. In summary, plenty of things that we have a responsibility 
to reflect on and write about in future publications. 
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